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A Research on the 
Status Quo of 
Public Bicycle 
System in Nanjing 

1. How many people 
in Nanjing have 
applied for a public 
bicycle renting 
card? 

2. Do citizens have 
easy access to 
public bicycles? 

3. How do citizens 
think of the 
system? 

4. How can PBS be 
better accepted by 
citizens? 

 
1. Asking a staff 

concerned about 
the status quo of 
PBS. 

2. Handing out 
questionnaires in 
several places. 

3. Going to renting 
stations for further 
information. 



INTRODUCTION 
BACKGROUND 

 Bad environment in China 

 Increasing focus on environment and 
sustainability 

 Its origin in western countries (WANG Zhi-

gao et al., 2009) 

 



INTRODUCTION 
HOW PUBLIC BICYCLE SYSTEM BENEFITS THE 
ENVIRONMENT 

 Reducing air pollution 

 Improving the utilization of recourses  

(WANG Zhi-gao et al., 2009) 

 Reduction of traffic emissions 

(JIN Han-xun et al., 2014) 

 



INTRODUCTION 
 PROBLEMS EXISTED 

 Unreasonable locations of the renting 
sites 

 Unsatisfying protections and 
management 

 Unbalanced utilization in different area 
(WANG Chun-yu, 2015) 

 
 The distance among each renting site 
 The undifferentiated scale of each site 
(SHI Xiaofeng et al., 2011) 



INTRODUCTION 
 SOLUTIONS 

 Making practical designs 

 Strengthening management 

 Fully considering market demand 

 Fixing reasonable renting sites 

(WANG Chun-yu, 2015) 

…… 



METHODS 



METHODS 

Information collecting 

TIME: May 1 and May 10, 2015 

Questionnaire 
100 pieces 
- Church 20 pieces 
- Shopping center 40 pieces 
- Secondary school 20 pieces 
- Office building 20 pieces 

Interview 
- With a staff 
- With questionnaire-finishers 

Internet resources 

Paper resources 



RESULTS 



INTERVIEW 
WITH A STAFF 

- --200 to 300 per week applied for a card 
- --140 thousand citizens hold a card 
- --40 to 50 thousand person-time use public 

bicycles each day 
 

- --Lost bicycles 
- --Making a phone to feed back dissatisfaction 

or suggestions (Internet unavailable) 
- --Schemes to improve the facilities on renting 

sites (time unknown) 



INTERVIEW 
WITH QUESTIONNAIRE-FINISHERS 

Different influence on different participants: 

- --not an influential change 

- --change is obvious 

- --there must be some changes 

- --nothing changes 

 

 



FINDINGS 
QUESTIONNAIRES 
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Figure 1 
Age Distribution 
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FINDINGS 
QUESTIONNAIRES 

- 100 participants 

- 50 males and 50 females 

- from 7 different districts 

Renting sites near their frequent living area 

- 68 have 

- 30 do not 

- 2 not sure 



FINDINGS 
QUESTIONNAIRES 

- 68 participants (have easy access to public bicycles) 

- 44 have used it in the past 

- Their frequent living areas and whether they are 
users or non-users are shown as Figure 2. 

- 30 participants (do not have renting sites near their 
frequent living area) 

- only 4 have used public bicycles 

- Their frequent living areas and whether they are 
users or non-users are shown as Figure 3. 

- 2 participants (not sure about whether or not there 
are renting sites near their frequent living area) 

- both never used public bicycles 
 



frequent living areas & users or non-users 
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Figure 2 
Data of participants (in different 
districts) who have renting sites 
near their frequent living area 
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Figure 3 
Data of participants (in different 

districts) who do not have renting 
sites near their frequent living 

area 
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FINDINGS 

Time beginning to use Reasons to use 

43 of users 

- 8 in 2013 

- 30 in 2014 

- 5 in 2015 

- convenient 

- healthy 

- environmentally 
friendly 

- economic  

 



FINDINGS 
NON-USERS 

The necessity of PBS: 

- necessary: 

  33 

  - convenience & environment-protectiveness 

- do not care: 
  13, including 8 secondary school students 

- little need: 
  2, both of them are secondary school students 

  - everybody has its own vehicle 

  - troublesome to swipe a card every time 



FINDINGS 
NON-USERS 

The intention to apply for a renting card: 

- 26 will 

- 22 will not or not sure 

- NOTE: all under-16 non-users (11 participants) chose “will 
not” or “not sure” 



FINDINGS  
SUGGESTIONS 

- Making cross-district renting possible 

- reducing charge 

- Increasing the amount of renting sites 
and bicycles 

- Diversifying the approach to borrow bikes 
(using fingerprints, etc.) 

- Fixing the equipment regularly 



DISCUSSION 

- Most Nanjing citizens know of PBS 

- They are in support of the installation 

- Non-users are willing to use it 

- They consider public bicycles convenient 

- There is awareness of the environment 
protection 



DISCUSSION 
CONSISTENCE 

- Our study 

- --consistent with previous research 

  --improvements compared with previous 
research 

- --larger area 



DISCUSSION 
UNEXPECTED 

- Limitation 

- --some participants did not finish all the 
questions required 

- --some finished all the questions, 
including all conditional ones 

- --carelessness 

- --inattentiveness 

- --remote districts 



DISCUSSION 
ANALYSIS 

4 districts implemented public bicycles: 

- Xian Lin District data not abundant 

- Jiang Ning District data not abundant 

- Pu Kou District 

- He Xi (Gu Lou & Jian Ye District) 



DISCUSSION 
SUGGESTIONS 

- Suggestions 

- --usability throughout the city 

- --more renting spots 

- --publicity 

- --simplified borrowing approach 



DISCUSSION 
FUTURE RESEARCH 

- Further research 

- --to include more citizens from every 
districts 

- --to compare the using situation in 4 
different areas 

- --to analyze dissimilarities 
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